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High-Speed Real-Time Dynamic
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Abstract—A large amount of renewable energy penetration
may cause a serious problem in load dispatch in the future power
system, where the amount of controllable generators will decrease
while disturbances increase. Therefore, a new economic load
dispatch (ELD) method is required in order to make the best use
of the ramp-rate capability of existing generators to cope with
the disturbances caused by loads as well as by renewable energy
generations. This paper proposes a new dynamic ELD method to
meet the general requirements for real-time use in a future power
system, where load following capability is critically limited. The
method is also satisfactory from an economical point of view, and
is suitable for high-speed online application due to fast and steady
computation time. The proposed method has been successfully
tested on several systems supplying a typical morning to noon
demand profile.

Index Terms—Dynamic economic dispatch, feasible operation
region, reserve.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY various problems have arisen due to penetra-
tion of renewable energy generations in electric power

systems. In Japan, 53 GW of photovoltaic (PV) generations are
expected to be installed until 2030. This numeric corresponds
to 20% of peak demand in light load season, where the amount
of controllable generators will be so limited that load following
capability will be a serious problem. A key issue for secure oper-
ation in such a power system is how to deal with unpredictable
output of PV generation by using available limited amount of
controls. It is expected that the role of thermal power plants will
increase for this purpose, and thus, robust and reliable load dis-
patching method will be required. In other words, new type of
method for dynamic economic load dispatch (DELD) is neces-
sary to deal with sudden change in PV generation in real-time
operations.

Various approaches have been proposed so far concerned with
the DELD problem. DELD looks ahead over the future time
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horizon using future load forecast to determine the economic
allocation of generation to the load [1]. It also takes into ac-
count the dynamic constraints of generators such as dynamic
ramp-rate in the optimization process [2]. The heuristic tech-
nique developed in [3] is useful because of its simplicity even
though not necessarily optimal. References [4] and [5] use the
simulated annealing in the DELD problem. Hybrid algorithm
was proposed in [6] consisting the Hopfield neural network and
quadratic programming (QP). A price-based ramp-rate model
has been proposed in [7] for application to power system sched-
uling models that are based on dual-formulation. For large scale
DELD problem, [8] proposed the application of variable scaling
hybrid differential algorithm. Reference [9] proposes a re-dis-
patch algorithm using QP combined with linear programming
(LP) and the Danzig Wolfe’s decomposition technique. Refer-
ence [10] uses multi-stage approach by adding ramp-rate con-
straint to the extended security constrained DELD. The interior
point method was used to tackle the problem as a single opti-
mization problem in [11]. Since in many cases no feasible solu-
tions can be guaranteed, a heuristic method is proposed in [12] to
improve the feasibility even when the load profile is non-mono-
tonic.

Although those conventional approaches have been effective
so far for conventional power systems, a new approach is re-
quired in future power systems, where demand patterns are more
uncertain and amount of conventional controllable generators
are critically decreased. Conventional approaches assumed that
the demand is feasible for dispatch and also that generation
schedule (GS) does not change much. In cases with high pen-
etration of renewable energy, high fluctuation might cause the
load to be infeasible for dispatch, and forecast error will re-
quire change in GS. Therefore, in a real-time application, GS
should be updated frequently to cope with change in forecasted
load and renewable generation as well as ensuring dispatch fea-
sibility. Hence, there is a need for a method that can address
the issue of infeasibility and GS change reliably in a very fast
manner. Thus, the computation speed is the critical issue to deal
with the disturbance caused by the renewable energy resources.

This paper proposes a new real-time DELD method. Based
on investigation of future circumstance, it is preferable that all
computational process in the control center is automatic and that
the individual local generators under the central control can ob-
tain their direct control signals and their GS for a specific time
interval. Therefore, in the proposed method, GS is always re-
calculated and updated in every real-time control cycle to deal
with sudden change in load prediction as well as weather fore-
cast. The time duration for the real-time GS is referred to as time
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horizon in this paper. The proposed method has the following
characteristics:

1) cost minimization and real-time GS computation over the
entire specified time horizon;

2) a new formulation using the ramp rate variables make pos-
sible the use of the conventional equal incremental fuel
cost method (equal method), resulting in much faster pro-
cessing speed than the conventional QP with little compro-
mising the objective;

3) in the update process of GS, change in generation is mini-
mized (high dependability for the operators);

4) supply-demand balance in the entire time horizon is kept
to the maximum (high feasibility of dispatch);

5) the method is advantageous for a critical situation where
the forecasted load cannot be matched by the existing gen-
erator’s capability. In this case, the method will detect the
minimum amount of supply-demand mismatch (SDM) in
advance and reliably treat it in the considered time horizon.

II. OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Objective Function and Constraints

The objective function for DELD problem is given by
quadratic functions with controllable generators in a time
horizon of intervals ahead of current time:

(1)

The following constraints are assumed:
1) Supply-demand balance constraint

(2)

2) Generator capacity constraint

(3)

3) Ramp-rate constraint

(4)

where ; ;
; is the generation cost at time point ;

is the output of generator at time point (MW); , ,
and are the quadratic cost coefficient of generator ; is
the forecasted demand at time point (MW); and are
the upper and lower generation limit of generator ; and
is the ramp-rate limit of generator (MW/unit time). Note
that we use the index at the present time point and
decreasing to at the end point of the time horizon. We
use reverse notation for the time point since the main algorithm
(Section II-C) is performed backward from the end point of the
time horizon towards present time point.

B. Brief Explanation of the Proposed Method

The proposed method involves four stages. The first stage is
the GS shift. In this stage, GS calculated in the previous control
cycle is shifted to the current time horizon. Then, in the next

Fig. 1. Algorithm of the proposed method.

stage, feasible operation region and supply demand mismatch
are determined using the latest load forecast in the current time
horizon. In the third stage, we determine the dispatch value at
the end of the time horizon. In the final stage, which is the main
algorithm, we determine the correction of base GS of the entire
time horizon. These four stages are described in the following
sub-sections. The flowchart of the detailed algorithm is given in
Fig. 1, which will be explained throughout the paper.

1) GS Shift: Fig. 2(a) shows GS (A, A’-A”) determined by
the computation in previous control cycle within a time horizon
of over intervals. It is assumed in this paper that one interval
corresponds to 5 min and , implying one hour GS in
every 5 min. Here, the value “A” is the present active power
output of generator , and A’-A” are GS in the succeeding in-
stants. As explained in issue 5) in the Introduction, the method
calculates the SDM, denoted as . In the fully automated
process of the proposed method, is compensated by the
reserve prepared in the system. This may includes non-spinning
reserve, power import, or load shedding. However, this paper
will not intentionally discuss how the compensation will be per-
formed, but the behavior of with respect to time will be
analyzed to show the reliability of the proposed method.
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Fig. 2. GS shift and feasible operation region over a time horizon.

In this stage, GS is shifted by 1 interval such that A and A’-A”
is shifted 1 interval to the left as shown in Fig. 2(b). Each dis-
patch value is designated as , and , which
will be called the base GS [bold line in Fig. 2(b)]. Note that

at A is the active power output of the th generator
at the current time point, while A’-A” are written as

. The shift in GS is described as step 1 in Fig. 1.
2) Calculation of FOR and Supply-Demand Mismatch: Fea-

sible operation region (FOR) is defined as the region of gener-
ator output reachable from a specified operating point, sat-
isfying all the constraints (2)–(4) with load forecasts for

. An algorithm to obtain the FOR is proposed in [13],
where the present operating point, , a fixed point at

, is used as starting point to obtain reachable points
successively in forward direction to . Using the algorithm,
the upper feasible operation limit and lower feasible op-
eration limit are calculated for each committed generator

[dash-dotted line in Fig. 2(b)] using the latest fore-
casted demand . The FOR is the area inside the
dash-dotted line in Fig. 2(b). In this way, once the upper and
lower limits are obtained, any output value inside the limits

(5)

is guaranteed as reachable under the latest load forecast. In this
algorithm, when is detected, FOR is nonexistent, and
the SDM can be computed. The calculation of FOR and SDM
corresponds to step 2 and 3 in Fig. 1.

3) Calculation of Base Dispatch Value at Time : The
base dispatch value at time point , , is determined
by using equal incremental fuel cost method (equal method)
subject to the forecasted demand . must be within upper
and lower limits and of the FOR:

(6)

The equal method is generally accepted as a fast way to de-
termine the dispatch value that matches the power demand in a
way that the cost is minimized and the dispatch value lies within
specified limits. The explanation for the equal method used in
this paper is given in [14]. If the demand cannot be matched,
the algorithm computes the amount of mismatch and the
dispatch value within the specified limits.
The equal method subroutine will be used with forecasted de-
mand , vectors of limits , defined in (6), and fuel cost

coefficients defined in (1) as inputs. The use of this subroutine
is expressed as in the following form throughout this paper:

(7)

Note that, since the calculation is done inside the FOR,
is always guaranteed as zero. In this sense, we use the notation
of . The calculation of is described as step 4 in
Fig. 1.

4) Correction of Base GS: The base GS, ,
were defined in the previous section, where is given by

(7) and the others are based on the load forecast in the previous
time horizon. Note that the transition from to does not
meet the ramp-rate constraint. Then the base GS will be updated
by adding to meet all the constraints with the
latest load forecast:

(8)

The corrected values will be determined to satisfy constraints
(2)–(4) in the current time horizon (Fig. 1, step 14). These

then will be treated as base GS in the next
time horizon as explained before. It is noted that is based
on the old load forecast , while on the latest forecast
implying that absorbs the above-mentioned
forecast errors by the supply-demand constraints as follows:

(9)

where .

C. Main Algorithm

In this section, we describe the details for the correction of
base GS described in Section II-B4). A new ramp rate variable

is defined as follows:

(10)

In the proposed method, are deter-
mined in stages in backward direction from using
the equal method (Fig. 1, step 7). Fig. 3 shows the situation
at the stage , where have already
been computed giving an updated GS shown by dotted line.

is to be determined assuming that for .
In other words, the assumption of

(11)

is used in the determination of . Note that a key issue of
the proposed main algorithm is that only
are treated as variables. At this stage, the change in the value of

affects all , governed by the following
equation derived from the above definition:

(12)
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Fig. 3. Correction of base GS in the main algorithm.

When is changed, the GS at will either move
up or down in parallel according to (12), limited by the boundary
shown by dashed lines in Fig. 3.

The upper and lower bounds ( and ) for
are set to satisfy both of the following constraints [refer to (32)].

• Constraint : ramp-rate at with respect to .
• Constraint : dispatch values of (12) at must

lie inside the FOR.
Fig. 3 shows an example, where upper limit is dictated
at point B by upper limit B’ (constraint ), and the lower limit

is dictated by the ramp-rate limit (constraint ).
Supply-demand balance constraint for is obtained

from (9) and (10) as follows:

(13)

where

(14)

The above equation guarantees that the load and renewable en-
ergy forecast errors are absorbed at time point and that, at the
end of the algorithm, the dispatch results will satisfy supply-de-
mand balance (2).

Under the above constraints, will be calculated to min-
imize the overall total cost at . The optimization
problem to determine is one of main subjects in this
paper. A solution method will be proposed using the equal
method subroutine in Section III-C.

All the description above constitutes the main algorithm cor-
responding to step 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, and 14 in Fig. 1. As a summary,
the algorithm starts from (step 5), followed by the calcu-
lation of upper and lower limits (step 6) and then determination
of using the equal method (step 7). Then, we update
(step 12) and repeat the whole process until (step 13) and
finally obtain the new GS (step 14).

D. Auxiliary Algorithm

Auxiliary algorithm is executed only when the main algo-
rithm described in Section II-C cannot deal with the balance
constraint (13). In this case, the equal method (Fig. 3, step 7)
will produce non-zero mismatch value defined by

(15)

Fig. 4. Correction of � in the auxiliary algorithm.

Such non-zero mismatch tends to occur when FOR is reduced
due to rapid change in loads or due to limited capability of ex-
isting generators. Fig. 4 shows a typical situation where at stage

, the main algorithm generates non-zero and GS cor-
rected by is given by a bold line CD. In this case, the bold
line cannot move either up or down since it passes a single fixed
point C in the FOR, resulting in non-zero .

In order to compensate non-zero , it is necessary to as-
sume that can be changed to absorb . Therefore,
the equal method is performed in the auxiliary algorithm at
point to determine the correction amount, , needed
for the original . This is shown by the bold line DE be-
tween and in Fig. 4. The constraints necessary for the
computation of are given as follows:

The upper and lower constraint for is given by
• Constraint : ramp-rate limit at with respect to

taking into account the contribution of previously deter-
mined .

• Constraint : must lie inside the FOR.
Supply-demand balance constraint is set to absorb

in (15) according to the following equation:

(16)

The details of the computation of , upper and lower con-
straint, and supply-demand balance constraint will be given in
Section III-E. After the computation of , the base dispatch
values are updated (Fig. 1, step 11) as follows:

(17)

Since the above absorbs the mismatch of (16), the demand at
is also updated so as to meet the supply-demand balance

constraint as follows:

(18)

The above procedure is inserted in the main algorithm as
shown in Fig. 1, steps 8 to 11. When the FOR explained in
Section II-B2 is properly computed, the auxiliary algorithm in
general will successfully absorb so that becomes al-
ways zero in the computation of the equal method
in Fig. 1, step 10.

III. SOLUTION OF DELD PROBLEM USING EQUAL METHOD

This section shows that the equal method is useful to solve
the optimization problem in the static ELD , main algo-
rithm , as well as in the auxiliary algorithm even
though their formulations are different.
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A. Condition of Optimality for DELD Problem

Firstly, the Lagrange multipliers , and are intro-
duced corresponding to constraints (2)–(4) to obtain the fol-
lowing Lagrangian function for the DELD problem for time in-
terval of :

(19)

The above equation with implies the original problem de-
fined in (1)–(4). Considering the Kuhn-Tucker necessary condi-
tion for (19), and introducing the following
notations:

(20)

the necessary condition for optimality is written as follows:

(21)

If is expressed in vector form, (21) can be rewritten
as follows:

(22)

where

(23)

B. Equal Method

If we pay attention to only time point , ramp-rate limits and
their multipliers , can be eliminated as follows:

(24)

If (24) is written in term of the elements of the vector, we have
the following well-known expression of the equal criteria:

(25)

This condition corresponds to a static ELD problem with ob-
jective function in (1) subject to the supply-demand balance
constraint (2) and the upper and lower constraint (3) for time
point . The conventional software for the problem, referred to
as the equal method, will be fully utilized in the proposed
method. The use of the equal method subroutine is expressed
in this paper as in the following form, corresponding to (24):

(26)

In this expression, the input variables are given in the right-hand
side, which are the demand in (2), vectors of upper and lower
limits in (3), and coefficients matrix in (1). The solution

of (24) for the input variables are provided as output variables
in the left-hand side, which are the result of load dispatch
and the SDM defined by

(27)

Note that variables and in (24) may be computed inside the
equal method of (26), but they are not useful and eliminated
from output variables. When the problem corresponding to (24)
is infeasible, such as when the demand exceeds the total capacity
of committed generators, a non-zero value for is provided
together with within the limits.

C. Condition of Optimality for the Determination of

This section derives the optimality condition for the determi-
nation of under the assumption in the main algorithm.

If we add all the elements corresponding to in
(22), we have the following equation:

(28)

Now, in (28) is substituted by of (8)
and then further substituted by , of (12).
This will replace the terms and , in (28) with

. Finally, dividing both sides of the equation with , we
have the following equation:

(29)

where

(30)

As explained in Section II-C, the assumption in the main al-
gorithm is that is the only decision
variable vector; while the other terms consti-
tuting are treated as fixed values in the sequential optimiza-
tion process (Fig. 1, steps 5 and 12). Instead of computing
simultaneously for , we calculate sequentially
at every . The resulting , at ,
will depend on the correction at based on (12). The
sequential determination of will automatically
satisfy all the ramp-rate constraints. An important observation is
that condition (29) is exactly the same form as condition (24) of
the equal method, implying that the solution can be efficiently
obtained by a very fast algorithm [14] for the conventional equal

method as in the following manner:

(31)

will be determined such that the total cost at
is minimized. Input variable is previously defined in (14)
corresponding to the balance constraint for . Variables

, the vectors of upper and lower limits, will be
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detailed in the next section. and are the coefficients
for the optimality condition of (28). The equal method
(31) solves the optimality condition under the above specified
inputs to provide the output variables in the left-hand side of
(31). Note that the proposed method is suboptimal due to the
assumption of the main algorithm. In other words, the method
is optimal under the assumption of the main algorithm.

D. Upper and Lower Limits for the Main Algorithm

The upper and lower limits in (31) are determined by con-
straint and where we denote the upper and lower limits as

and , respectively. We use the following
setting in the real-time algorithm (Fig. 1, step 6):

(32)

The above limits define the range that satisfy
both constraint and mentioned before in Section II-C. Due
to the assumption (11), there will be sometimes a case when
the range that satisfies both constraints simultaneously does not
exist. For example, when and the range does not exist,
the setting of (32) provides to guarantee
the solution, where we adopt a strategy that non-zero is
intentionally generated as mentioned in Section II-D. Setting for

and in (32) are given as below.
Constraint is a ramp-rate constraint between and

as follows (Fig. 1, step 6):

(33)

Constraint implies the margin to the bound such that dis-
patch values at lie inside the FOR as explained be-
fore in Fig. 3. For example, distance BB’, the shortest distance
point among , governs the upper limit of constraint .
Since the main algorithm identifies such a critical constraint suc-
cessively, we adopt the following form that compares the critical
value in the previous stage and the margin at the studied
point (Fig. 1, step 12):

(34)
where , is the initial value
at (Fig. 1, step 5).

E. Detail of the Auxiliary Algorithm

The auxiliary algorithm is outlined in Section II-D. The algo-
rithm modifies the base dispatch value by the amount

at as expressed in (17). Therefore, the opti-
mality condition for correction may be obtained by substi-
tuting into in (24) as follows:

(35)

TABLE I
GENERATORS DATA

From the above optimality condition, it follows that correction
is obtained by the equal method subroutine

as in the following manner (Fig. 1, step 10):

(36)

where and . In the above com-
putation, non-zero input of mismatch will be absorbed
to guarantee the balance constraint in condition that
the FOR have been accurately computed as explained before.

The upper and lower limits (Fig. 1, step 9), and are set
as the overlapping area of and as mentioned in Section II-D
as follows:

(37)

F. Summary of the Proposed Algorithm

As shown in Fig. 1, the main algorithm is very simple and the
computation time is steady and consistent. Furthermore, the al-
gorithm is robust and useful even after system breakdown. Any
base dispatch values are useful as an initial GS to be updated if
it is inside the FOR.

IV. CASE STUDIES

A. Simulation Data

As is mentioned in the Introduction, the proposed method is
developed for a system with restricted load following capability
suffering from rapid change in loads. In order to verify the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method, we use six thermal power
plants, with each combined capacities shown in Table I.

Four demand patterns representing two hours load curve
around morning to noon are shown in Fig. 5. The renewable
energy is treated as negative load in the proposed algorithm.
The disturbance caused by the renewable energy is character-
ized by the presence of rapid change in load. There will be
some case where the rapid increase or decrease in load cannot
be matched by the generators’ capability resulting in no FOR.
This is detected by the presence of SDM. Therefore, we use
Demand Pattern 4 to represent the case where SDM will occur.

The time horizon is assumed to be one hour ahead
and the forecasted demand, , is avail-
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Fig. 5. Two hours demand pattern with preceding and succeeding one-hour
constant demand.

able in 5-min interval in the time horizon, where load
forecast errors are neglected. Constant artificial demand

and its optimal dispatch values
are used as GS in the initial time horizon ( min) for
the sake of smooth start, corresponding to Fig. 1, step 0.

Furthermore, to verify the robustness of the proposed method
and for the purpose of CPU time comparison, the proposed
method is also tested on 3-generator system [15], 10-gener-
ator system [12], and 40-generator system [16]. The 20-gener-
ator system was also used by doubling the 10-generator system.
The demand pattern was scaled up depending on the system ca-
pacity. The 40-generator system was also tested with demand
consisting renewable energy generation.

The proposed method will be compared with the quadratic
programming (QP) method under the same real-time operation
condition. The QP method optimizes the generation cost of
all intervals in the entire time horizon simultaneously using
MATLAB’s quadprog algorithm. In case when the demand is
infeasible, there will be no feasible results with normal QP
method. To overcome this, a slack generator with high cost is
added to the system. The slack generator will only generate
positive or negative output when the demand is infeasible
indicating the amount of SDM.

B. Results and Discussion

The characteristic of each compared method is remarkably
obvious for the dispatch of demand pattern 4 in the 6-generator
system, which has the most severe change in demand. Particular
simulation results for generator 2, which is the most ramp-rate
restricted generator, are tabulated in Table II in terms of the
changes of GS and SDM. The comparison of SDM between
the proposed method and QP with slack generator method for
3-generator system is shown in Table III. The summary of the
overall results for 6-generator system is shown in Table IV. In
Figs. 6 and 7, the comparison on the CPU time for 6-, 10-, 20-,
and 40-generator system are presented. In the following subsec-
tions, the explanations and discussions for the results are pre-
sented.

1) Transition of Expected Dispatch Value: Table II(a)
column (1) lists GS calculated at min for the
6-generator system. The underlined value (222 MW) is the
current active power output of generator 2 at min,
and the remaining values are expected GS within one hour
ahead. As the time progress by 5 min, GS at
min will become the active power output of generator 2 in the

Fig. 6. Comparison of CPU time.

Fig. 7. Ratio of proposed method’s CPU time to QP methods CPU time.

new time horizon beginning at min [Table II(a)
column (2)].

For the proposed method, if we compare column (1) and (2),
with respect to time, the dispatch values are the same. For ex-
ample, at min, GS is 212 MW in both column (1)
and (2), implying no change in GS. In general, the change in GS
is necessary to cope with unpredictable load change but it will
give additional burden to operators as well as to the system. If
the change is necessary, it is preferable from the viewpoint of
power system operation that the amount is larger for the further
future and smaller for the near future.

If we observe the GS in Table II(a), the change (bold numeric)
is only seen at the furthest future of the time horizon. This is due
to the algorithm of the proposed method, where the correction
starts from the furthest future and therefore, coming to-
wards the near future , the amount of change becomes
smaller. In this way, the proposed method is convenient to the
system operator and preferable for the system. This is the char-
acteristic 3) mentioned in Section I.

2) Guaranteed Supply-Demand Balance, Transition of Ex-
pected Supply-Demand Mismatch: The numerical value inside
(.) in Table II is the expected SDM. In both of the proposed
method and quadratic programming method, the numerical
value inside (.) is zero and supply-demand balance up to one
hour ahead is maintained. However, the FOR does not exist
due to the severe change in demand pattern 4, which exceeds
the generators’ capability. This is seen in column (5) onwards
for the proposed method in Table II(a) and column (4) for the
QP in Table II(b). The difference between the methods comes
from the different pattern of GS transitions. In this case, the
proposed method detect the 10 MW SDM at the furthest point

min in the time horizon beginning at
min as mentioned by the formulation in Section II-B2. If the
SDM is compensated by the reserve in the system, the FOR can
be secured and GS can be computed. In the normal QP method,
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TABLE II
GS TRANSITION OF GEN 2 AND SDM FOR DEMAND PATTERN 4
(6-GENERATOR SYSTEM). (A) PROPOSED METHOD. (B) NORMAL

QP METHOD. (C) QP METHOD WITH SLACK GENERATOR

there will be no feasible solution in column (4) due to infeasible
demand [Table II(b)]. For the QP method with slack generator,
10 MW SDM is detected in column (4) of Table II(c), shown
by the numerical value inside (.).

If we observe the transition of the 10 MW expected SDM
generated at min, we can see that the values do not
change at all in column (5) to column (7) of Table II(a) (shaded
numeric). The actual SDM of 10 MW will be encountered at

TABLE III
GS TRANSITION OF GEN 2 AND SDM FOR DEMAND PATTERN 4[15]

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE 6-GENERATOR SYSTEM

min as in column (7). In this example, both methods
detected the SDM at the end of the time horizon. However, this
is not guaranteed by the QP method as shown in the next section.

Table III shows the GS for generator 2 for 3-generator system
and demand pattern 4 used in [15]. Shown in column (1) and
(4) are the GS for the time horizon beginning at min
for proposed and QP method with slack generator, respectively.
There are and SDM at and 55 min,
detected in previous time horizon shown inside (.). In the time
horizon beginning at min [column (2)], the proposed
method detected 5 MW SDM at the end of the time horizon [un-
derlined value in column (2)]. QP method on the other hand de-
tected two SDM which is at min and 2.5
MW at min [underlined value in column (5)]. The
QP method detected SDM inside the time horizon, close to the
current operating time. The proposed method is more desirable
since the SDM is detected at the end of the time horizon, which
will give more time to the operator to take necessary actions.

3) Generation Cost: Table IV column (a) shows the total
fuel cost of the entire two hours for each demand pattern in the
6-generator system. Table IV column (b) lists the amount of total
SDM generated in the actual operation. For demand pattern 4,
the total SDM for the proposed method is 30 MW and the total
SDM of QP method with slack generator is 60 MW. The nu-
meric is the sum of actual SDM for the two hours demand pat-
tern. The difference in SDM values between the methods comes
from the different pattern of GS transitions.

The reason why the optimal QP method produces larger
SDM is explained as follows. The optimization in each control
cycle is constrained by the current operating point, which is a
fixed starting point. However, the QP method and the proposed
method provide different GS and therefore different operating
points. Then, we will have two different optimization problems
with different starting point constraints, where SDM totally
depends on the starting point. As a result, the QP method may
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Fig. 8. Forecasted demand with renewable generation.

result in larger SDM for repeated use of starting point-con-
strained optimizations. Note that from Table II column (4),
the starting point of generator 2 is 212 MW for the proposed
method and 276 MW for the QP method. As a result, different
SDM are detected. This explains the results in Table IV. An-
other point to be noted is that the QP method tries to minimize
the total SDM in the specified time horizon, while the FOR
algorithm in this paper in [13] tries to compute minimum SDM
sequentially from the current operating point towards the future
in order to maintain the FOR as large as possible. Due to this
characteristic, the proposed method tends to provide less SDM
compared with the QP method.

When we compare the costs between the methods for the
cases where the SDM are zero, the proposed method is econom-
ically comparable with QP method.

4) CPU Time: The CPU time is presented in Table IV column
(c) for every demand pattern in the 6-generator system. The
CPU time represents the average computation time to determine
the GS for a single time horizon. In the proposed method, the
CPU time is constant about 0.0027 s, while in the QP method,
the CPU time varies around 0.2 s influenced by the demand pat-
tern. The computation was performed on Intel Core 2 Duo pro-
cessor 3 GHz with 2 GB of RAM.

Fig. 6 shows the CPU time for 6-, 10-, 20-, and 40-gener-
ator systems. It is observed that the CPU time increases almost
linearly with respect to the number of generators for the pro-
posed method, while for the QP method, the increase is expo-
nential. The ratio of CPU time for the proposed method to the
QP method is shown in Fig. 7. As indicated in Fig. 7, the pro-
posed method uses far less CPU time as compared to the QP
method. It can be concluded that the proposed method is very
fast and useful for real-time system with a large number of gen-
erators as compared to the QP method.

5) Case Study for Load With Renewable Energy Source: The
proposed method was tested on 40-generator system against ac-
tual forecasted load and renewable energy generation (Fig. 8).
The forecasted renewable energy generation is treated as neg-
ative load. The installed renewable generation capacity is 800
MW. The cost given by the proposed method is 323 760, and
for the QP method, the cost is 323 280. The CPU time is 0.013 s
for the proposed method and 34 s for the QP method.

V. CONCLUSION

With large penetration of renewable energy in future power
system operations, increased uncertainty cannot be avoided
even if various smart grid proposals are fully and successfully
performed. In this situation, prediction errors will become
larger and sudden change in operation conditions must be taken

into account. In this case, the computation speed is a critical
issue since frequent change in operation schedule in real-time
operation will be inevitable to cope with the situation. The paper
proposes a high-speed dynamic ELD method by utilizing the
short-term load forecast. A new formulation fully utilizing the
conventional equal method ensures fast and steady computa-
tion time. The method is suitable for power system with large
renewable energy penetration suffering from large disturbances
whose fluctuations might cause infeasibility and their predic-
tion error requires continuous change in operation schedule.
Supply-demand balance is maintained even for infeasible cases
where minimum compensations are suggested to operators in
advance to realize reliable power system operations.

Since the method is developed for vertical integrated system,
the issues of its applications in the energy market environment
have not been studied. There are possibly several future applica-
tions in such area since the method is to fully realize the supply
and demand constraint in uncertain circumstances. The problem
will be studied in the future.
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